Last Mile Logistics Disruption
in Latin America
The growth of e-commerce and its impact
on delivery strategies

Growth of Domestic e-Commerce
2020–2022 in Latin America
Latin America’s leading economies, in particular Chile and Argentina, have
experienced consistent year-on-year growth. Brazil is still the economy with
the highest volume of sales in the digital channel.
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“After the return to normal activities in Latin America following the pandemic, the doubledigit growth curve of e-commerce is clearly continuing thanks to the heavy investment
in logistics and last-mile services by retailers and logistics players. The result is a far
more satisfying customer experience, as transportation companies have recognized the
opportunity to offer faster delivery services (95% coverage for delivery in under two days
for major cities) and have implemented better tools for tracking packages and resolving
problems, complaints, and delays in real time using WhatsApp and social media. Rappi and
Mercado Libre continue to drive innovation in the region with respect to logistics by breaking
down barriers to access and service in the process, which is leading to a much more efficient,
competitive, and lower-cost ecosystem.
From my perspective, e-commerce is one of the sectors that will show the greatest resilience
to the economic slowdown in Latin America in 2022 and 2023, as the transition in consumer
spending from brick-and-mortar stores to the online world will continue fueling its growth.
The alarm bells of recession are sounding more clearly each day the US Federal Reserve
raises interest rates to curb global inflation levels. This should lead to a flight of capital
in emerging markets, and perhaps strengthen the dollar’s purchasing power. It could
consequently weaken local currencies, making imports more expensive. However, plans for
short- and medium-term investment in logistics are already underway for the next two years,
ensuring momentum in the sector.”
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Logistics Revolution in
Latin America
Major global marketplaces are competing in Latin America with fulfillment solutions and the opening of
new distribution centers.

Its first Latin
American
distribution center
opened in 2021, in
Brazil.

Opened more than
12 distribution
centers in Latin
America between
2020 and 2022.

It hopes to compete with
Mercado Libre, Amazon,
and Magazine Luiza
(Magalu).3

In October 2021, it
launched the “Delivery
by Amazon” program
to provide high-level
logistics services in Brazil.4

Plans to open a
new distribution
center in Colombia
in 2024.5
It has a presence in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico, Peru,
and Uruguay.

Opened its first
distribution center
in Chile in 2020,
and now has more
than five in the
country.
In March 2022, it opened
a distribution center in
Columbia; there are now
three distribution centers
(DCs) in the country.6

Brazil’s e-commerce leaders (behind Mercado Livre) are also placing their bets on last-mile
services:
In June 2022, Americanas
announced it was opening two DCs
in northern and northeastern Brazil.7

Top 5 Marketplaces in Latin America9

Magalu announced the
opening of its Viana DC
in Brazil in May 2022.8
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Mercado Libre’s quarterly (Q1 2022) results
show two consecutive years with 70% annual
compound growth in gross volume of goods.11
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Mercado Libre’s Development of
Logistics in Latin America
Key analysis:
“Mercado Libre’s success in Latin America is down to innovation in logistics and diversification
in its acceptance of payment methods long before the pandemic. From the beginning,
Mercado Libre understood the importance of logistics and working with carriers that have
extensive coverage, like Correios, DHL, FedEx, and Servientrega, to ensure consumers have
access to fast deliveries in the major and mid-level cities (the main ingredient of its success).
But even more importantly, in the past five years, the company was the first to invest heavily
in the development of its own logistics network with distribution and order-fulfillment centers,
and air and ground transportation through Mercado Envíos, to improve the experience of its
users and reduce costs and delivery times.

Diego Rodríguez
Logistics Practice Leader
Americas Market Intelligence

The heavy financial investment and early adoption of a strategy based on its own logistics
led to excellent results. Right now (July 2022), Mercado Libre controls more than 90% of its
shipments in Brazil through its own infrastructure, using more than 10,000 vans, 260 trucks,
and 4 planes. In other words, the rest of the marketplaces came late to the logistics game, and
that is indeed a disadvantage for Amazon and Falabella in the region.
I have no doubt at all that the accelerated growth of Mercado Envíos will in the next few years
turn it into one of the leading transportation alternatives for any online vendor, regardless of
whether they are part of the Mercado Libre marketplace.”
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Next Step
Contact us directly to explore in detail how our services of market
intelligence on the logistics sector could help with your strategic
decisions in Latin America.
A study designed and executed to fit your strategic needs could:
l

Help you win new customers through reports offered to potential audiences
with data collection for your sales team

l

Offer a detailed overview of the main players in the logistics ecosystem, which
would include the leading demand factors in the coming years and their market
share

l

Analyze your current strategy to highlight weaknesses and untapped
opportunities considering the strengths of your competition

l

Provide detailed knowledge of your opportunities to grow a market share in
different Latin American countries

l

Provide intelligence about your competitors to better understand their
initiatives and plans

l

Identify the areas in which your company can improve its service based on the
voices and perspectives of potential customers

And much more.
We have conducted more
than 200 logistics studies
in the 38 countries of Latin
America and the Caribbean
over the course of nearly
three decades. Our team has
the experience to find the
solutions you need to expand
your business in the region.
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About Americas Market Intelligence
Americas Market Intelligence (AMI) is the leading market
intelligence company for Latin America. AMI provides
detailed knowledge and deep insights based on its market
intelligence studies. Its personalized research projects offers
up strategic data and analysis to help logistics companies
increase their success in the region.
Within the logistics sector, AMI’s experience includes
e-commerce, cross-border and domestic shipping, as
well as last-mile logistics and other topics relevant to the
sector. AMI consultants are recognized opinion leaders who help their clients (logistics
service providers, governments, etc.) to develop and implement innovative, successful
strategies.
Contact us for more information.

www.americasmi.com
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